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Dairy Queen continues their growth internationally with outlets opening in more major cities 
throughout China, all boasting DQ (Dairy Queen’s) new image that was launched back in 
2006. recently Albert Smith China was successful in their bid to design, manufacture and 
install signage for the fi rst new store in Shanghai.

The sign package for Shanghai consists of vacuum formed DQ logo and fabricated stainless steel 
channel letters with opal acrylic faces dressed with translucent vinyl. The signs are internally illuminated 
with long life LED’s.

The fi rst Dairy Queen store opened in Joliet, Illinois USA in 1940. Today the DQ franchised system is one 
of the largest fast food systems in the world with nearly 6,000 restaurants in 22 countries worldwide.

Dairy Queen’s doors were fi rst opened in China in 1992. The immense Chinese market is a 
challenging and rewarding place to be, and DQ have experienced this fi rst hand and now boast 
over 70 stores in China. And it is still growing with new franchisees planned to make Dairy Queen’s 
quality products available throughout the whole country. DQ outlets are located in shopping malls 
and other venues that are easily accessible to large numbers of consumers.

In addition to their entry into Shanghai, DQ has introduced their Orange Julius concept (a subsidiary 
of DQ) into China. Orange Julius thirst quenching range of products, have been equally successful 
in China, to the extent that they have more stores opening very soon and we at Albert Smith China 
are looking forward to serving their future needs in the Asia Pacifi c region.

Sally Xu – Albert Smith China

DQ – Something Different
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wELCoME

‘Nothing is certain but death and taxes’ - and change. If old 
sayings were to be modernised, that would be the fi rst change I’d 
make! Whether we want to or not, whether it relates to personal 
life or business life, whether we initiate it or respond to it, change 
happens to all of us with monotonous regularity. 

There have been many changes that have needed to occur to 
our business over the years to stay ‘in front of the game’. I don’t 
know if it’s just me, or the times we live in, but in recent times, 
it seems that the speed in which some of those changes have 
needed to be implemented happens a whole lot faster than it 
used to, and certainly adds to the challenge. I will blame it on 
the technological age we live in.

One of the more obvious changes that have without doubt affected us all in Australia is the emergence 
of the manufacturing advantages, of those countries with a high population and low labour cost 
workforce. In particular China in recent years and no doubt India in the near future. Consequently, 
many Australian industries have been affected to some extent, and our industry and our Australian 
operation have been no different. The good news for us is that we saw it coming many years ago. 
Primarily, that is why our Group includes Albert Smith operations in China, Philippines, Indonesia, 
Taiwan, Singapore and more recently, India. 

Of course this manufacturing advantage only applies to those products that have a high labour to 
material content ratio (and low bulk with reference to shipping cost). The types of high quality materials 
typically used in what we manufacture are benchmarked internationally and don’t vary all that much, 
no matter where you purchase them. It is therefore logical that if the material to labour ratio is high 
(& the item is large), it is diffi cult to compete with locally manufactured product. This is the case for 
products we manufacture for many of our customers.

We didn’t develop those plants to threaten our Australian operations - more so to support it. If and 
when the market demands that some of the products (within the huge livery of products that we offer) 
are going to be imported into this Country, we want to make sure we’ll be the ones bringing it in. Make 
no mistake, it’s happening in our industry today! Also, as the world becomes smaller and our multi-
national customers’ operations consolidation initiatives include centrally located buying offi ces, it’s a 
natural progression that some local purchasing offi ces disappear and product is purchased off shore. 
When this occurs, the Albert Smith Group is generally knocking on their door.

With reference to the resulting business shift in Australia, the effects of the change are evident within 
the pages of our All About Identity magazine. In the Australian content, you may notice much more 
project work being exampled and you’ll see much more specialised identifi cation products being 
proudly displayed. The shift in the business has infl uenced the company to a certain extent to focus 
on more site specifi c orientated projects like building works, shopping centres and the like and our 
magazine articles are refl ecting that change.

That infl uence has led to necessary changes in the way we seek, communicate, process, and deliver 
information internally and externally. We have had to implement internal business improvement initiatives 
to enable the above to be handled economically and swiftly to contain overhead costs. We have had 
to design and estimate one off products quicker, smarter and cheaper without compromising quality. 
That is, we have been through a lot of change in recent times and will continue to do so to ‘keep ahead 
of the game’ to remain the most advanced and dynamic Company within this exciting industry. 

Which brings me to another old saying that I don’t quite agree with – A change is as good as a 
holiday. I suggest whoever wrote that hasn’t worked where I have worked. It’s tough and incredibly 
rewarding for those who are willing to do the hard yards, but there is no possible way it could be described 
as a holiday!

Speaking of which, we are about to have one! 

From all of us here to all of you there, may you have a happy, ‘wet’, safe and fulfi lling Christmas 
and New Year. 

Bring on the challenges and change we are yet to see in 2008 
– we are ready for it!

Regards,   

Mitchell Smith 
General Manager
Albert Smith Group
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Sun rises on 20th anniversary  
of Queensland’s super giant

 � ASG – ALL ABOUT IDENTITY MAGAZINE

“We recently celebrated our 20th birthday by updating our 
corporate identity, including our logo, to keep things looking fresh, 
friendly and modern,” Sunsuper’s General Manager, Marketing and 
Communications Teifi Whatley said. 

 “The old logo, first launched in 1997, had served us well for 10 years 
and was highly recognisable in the community, but our anniversary 
provided the momentum to review our corporate identity and, as 
part of that, revive the logo.”  

Sunsuper canvassed the views of many before settling on the  
current logo.

“We tested a number of logo variations and even different colours 
on a series of focus groups that included both members and non-
members of various ages,” Teifi said.  

“We found while there was strong support to update the logo, there 
was also a clear-cut preference not to stray too far from where we were.   
The old logo was seen as familiar and iconic, particularly in Queensland, 
but a little revamp was also considered both timely and worthwhile.  

“So of the different logos evaluated by our test groups, the one that 
received the most praise was simply a refinement of the old logo - a 
tweak, more than a complete transformation.” 

In the end, Teifi said, the most popular choice was just a more 
modern take on the old. 

An impending 20th anniversary provided the main impetus for the marketing team at Queensland’s 
biggest home-grown super fund, Sunsuper, to take a critical look at the company’s logo and assess 
whether it was the right one to take them through the company’s next phase of its history.

“We chose a more contemporary typeface and removed the capital 
letters which tended to make the old logo look a bit hard,” she said.  
“The sun was moved from the end of the word ‘Sunsuper’ to the 
beginning and now it sits a little higher, giving the impression it is 
rising rather than setting.  It’s also now three dimensional, which we 
believe adds more life to the logo.  But we kept the same colours, 
still emphasise the ‘sun’ part of our name in bold, and use white as 
the background to keep it all fresh and familiar.  

A big part of Sunsuper’s plans to launch the new logo was to unveil 
new signage on the Fund’s head office at Milton. 

“We worked with the team at Albert Smith’s Signs for around five months 
before the roof-top signage with all the new specifications was unveiled 
on time and on budget on the week-end of June 17,” Teifi said.

“The new roof-top signage was erected on four faces of our head 
office in Milton, which is arguably one of the best vantage points in 
Brisbane - clearly noticeable from Petrie Terrace, Milton Road, Hale 
Street, Coronation Drive, and from parts of the CBD, South Brisbane, 
and Paddington.  

“Thousands of people pass Sunsuper everyday and ours is a highly 
recognisable building, if not a local landmark, due to its location and 
unusual shape.  Albert Smith’s was able to advise us on the best way 
to take advantage of our unique geographical position in relation to 
our new signage and feedback has been very positive,” Teifi said.

Wayne Sullivan – Sunsuper

New logo

Old logo
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Signage is often the last priority of any new building 
project and despite the pressure that this puts on us 
as manufacturers we have to accept this fact. But 
never the less it becomes one of the most important 
parts of day to day business, whether it is door signs, 
directional signs or roof top signs; who can imagine 
life without any signage. How would we promote our 
products and services or even fi nd our way? We’d get 
lost without signs.

This wasn’t the case with Millhouse; they understood 
the value in having their brand projected from their 
place of business. Several years ago, after gaining 
branding rights to the building they occupied in 
Brisbane’s CBD, they carefully planned how best to 
maximise the opportunity to capture the attention of 
the city’s high traffi c fl ow, and consequently invested 
in high level, exposed neon, lit signs. 

So early this year when Millhouse decided to move to 
their new offi ce premises in a Heritage listed building, 
and realised they couldn’t utilise their existing high 
level signs on the exterior of the new building, they 
applied the creative thinking they are known for, to their 

existing signage. The question was how to maintain 
some value in the investment already made in those 
high-level signs?

It was established that the signs simply couldn’t go 
on the exterior of the building, however, could they 
be adapted for use internally? Mmm very large signs 
designed for viewing from a great distance with 
exposed bright blue neon illumination, but where and 
how to use them. Maybe with minor alterations the 
sign could make for an amazing statement in their 
conference room.

An obvious and important challenge was to reduce 
the intensity of the light, so you could comfortably 
sit in the room without wearing sunglasses! The 
refurbishment included small electronic transformers 
inside the signs, and opal acrylic faces with translucent 
blue vinyl to cover over the exposed neon.

Not only have Millhouse saved the need to scrap 
their previous investment, they have added a new 
dimension, personalised their conference room and 
reinforced their brand identity.

Millhouse thinks outside the square 
& recycles sign from high level 

building to inside new premises

Removing sign from old building
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Inside new conference 
room before renovations
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There’s no 
other store like 
David Jones 
Following the successful completion of 
signage for the recent westfi eld Chermside 
redevelopment, featured in the last edition of 
our magazine, westfi eld Design & Construct 
requested Albert Smith Signs supply and install 
the signage requirements for the new David 
Jones department store.

A lot of work went into the creation of the David 
Jones fl oor space during the extensions and 
upgrade to the centre, however, the opening of 
David Jones wasn’t scheduled until the following 
August, so Albert Smith Signs involvement didn’t 
commence until May 2007. Once involved though, 
we approached the role with our usual gusto!! 

In this case, our role included liaison with Westfi eld 
and David Jones. Following meetings with David 
Jones’ Project Manager we were able to establish a 
fi nal requirement, and concentrate on the product 
development. As David Jones wished to incorporate 
a number of LED halo illuminated letters, in key 
locations, our Technology Division engaged 
Switched on Innovations to assist with supply of 
LED’s, using product from GE’s Tetra range.

As the scope included supply of neon halo 
illuminated letters in some locations, and fl uorescent 
illuminated signs at key entry points, colour and 
intensity management between the various lighting 
technologies were critical issues, which the Albert 
Smith Technologies team addressed expertly in 
collaboration with SOI’s.

A successful installation followed, with minimum 
disruption to Westfi eld and to their other tenants already 
trading. The new signage package embraces the 
appropriate use of current illumination technology 
whilst projecting the understated  elegance that is a 
hallmark of the David Jones brand.

Again, Albert Smith Signs are very pleased to have 
been of service to Westfi eld Design & Construct, 
and for the opportunity to play an integral role in the 
successful launch of David Jones Chermside store.

Ian Wilks – Albert Smith Group
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About 
Pickles
Pickles Auctions is Australia’s Leading 
Auctioneers with more than �0 years of 
auctioneering and valuations experience. 
They've a huge range of Ex-Government, 
Fleet, repossessed and Luxury vehicles 
along with Damaged Vehicles and Trucks 
where you can save thousands. Buyers 
can also buy vehicles prior to auction at 
a Fixed Price.

Pickles hold regular ‘Motor Vehicles’, 
‘Damaged Vehicle’, ‘Truck, Machinery & 
Earthmoving’, and ‘Recreational’, ‘General 
Goods’ and ‘IT Equipment’ auctions at their 
17 branches throughout Australia.

Pickles also sell a competitive range of 
fi nance and warranty packages for approved 
customers, making Pickles Auctions the 
best place to purchase your next vehicle.

Outdoor signage is extremely important for 
Pickles to direct potential buyers to their 
branches, increase brand awareness and to 
create a consistent look-and-feel across all 
17 branches.   

Sheree Armstrong 
– Pickles Auctions
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Founded in 1907 as a messenger company in the 
United States, UPS has grown into a USD 42.6 
billion corporation by clearly focusing on the goal of 
enabling commerce around the globe. Today UPS, or 
United Parcel Service Inc., is a global company with 
one of the most recognised and admired brands in 
the world. As the largest express carrier and package 
delivery company in the world, it is also a leading 
provider of specialised transportation, logistics, 
capital, and e-commerce services. Everyday UPS 
manage the fl ow of goods, funds and information in 
more than 200 countries and territories worldwide. 

In early April, UPS and the Chinese Government 
opened the way for construction of UPS’s 
International Air Hub at Pudong International Airport 
in Shanghai. This facility, expected to be operational 
next year, expands UPS’s steadily increasing 
presence in China in support of trade growth in that 
part of the world. 

As a high profi le multinational organisation, UPS 
understand the importance and value of projecting 
a consistent and quality brand to the worldwide 
marketplace, and Albert Smith China are honoured 
to be recognised as a supplier capable of delivering 
on their signage requirements.

Sally Xu – Albert Smith China
 12   

Celebrating
100 years 
of service

 12   

Albert Smith China is delighted to design and 
supply signs to UPS Express, UPS operating 
Facilities and UPS local offi ces in Japan, 
Vietnam, Philippines and dozens of sites in 
China. To date, our family of signs include: the 
show shelf, lightening logo, feature logo wall, 
fascia signs and others. we are fascinated by 
the variety of the UPS brand offer, and share 
in their celebration of this iconic brand as it 
marks its 100 year anniversary.
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The development will comprise approximately 1,500 
allotments and will be home to approximately 4,000 
residents.  The introduction of Bounce by Pat Rafter takes 
the attractions of Kalynda Chase to a whole new level.  
Bounce, is a simple philosophy for everyday fun and healthy 
living. At Kalynda Chase, Bounce translates into a range of 
health, fitness, wellbeing, sporting and community-oriented 
facilities that allow residents to enjoy healthier, happier and 
more balanced lives every day. 

Kalynda Chase
This excitement and energy needed to be expressed at 
the entry to the estate whilst also complimenting the Sales 
and Information Centre building. The sign measures 7m 
high and sets the scene as you enter the project. Portfolio 
Creative Services Group and Albert Smith Signs worked 
on the design, ensuring the sign would reflect the design 
intent of the sales office as well as the overall vibe of the 
project. The result is a dynamic sign that also reinforces the 
angles of the Kalynda Chase logo and the vibrant colours 
in the logo rays.

ASG – ALL ABOUT IDENTITY MAGAZINE 1�   

Innovative national property 
developer Urbex and property 
and development company, The 
Lancini Group, have come together 
with Portfolio Creative Services 
Group and Albert Smith Signs to 
create a dynamic statement at 
the entry to the Kalynda Chase 
development, in Townsville. Kalynda 
Chase is a meticulously master 
planned community, located within 
a 20 minute drive from the centre  
of Townsville. 

 1� 

At Portfolio Creative Services, we believe in working in 
partnership with our clients, as an extension of their business 
– to project and protect their corporate image at all times. 
We see ourselves as part of each client’s marketing team, 
providing strategic input and producing exciting, creative 
expressions of that marketing strategy. We believe such a 
powerful signage statement at Kalynda Chase has been 
achieved by keeping these principles in mind.

Urbex is a residential development company undertaking 
wholly-owned development projects and joint ventures with 
quality partners.  It is the national residential development 
brand of BMD and is 100% owned by the BMD Group. Urbex 
prides itself on creating innovative living environments that 

set new benchmarks in urban design and is committed to 
delivering excellence when creating a new development 
like Kalynda Chase. Signage is an important statement 
that quickly projects the vision of the project.

At Kalynda Chase, Urbex joined with Queensland’s 
Lancini Group. The Lancini Group is a progressive and 
long standing, award-winning property development  
and construction group whose portfolio features 
commercial, retail, industrial, retail showrooms and 
multi-residential properties. 

Fiona Clark - Portfolio Creative Services Group
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 As retailers expand their operations into  South Australia, Albert Smith Group
  have been there to supply and install  their signage requirements. 
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we recently completed signage at two shopping 
centres in South Australia. The fi rst site was in 
whyalla and included a woolworths 8 metre 
pylon and � x 9 metre woolworths luminare signs. 
The project was managed by P.n.r Management 
Pty Ltd. As the signage project was managed 
from our Melbourne offi ce it was imperative that 
we worked closely with Greg Sherriff of P.n.r. to 
co-ordinate works from our design department 
and production facility in Brisbane through to 
our local subcontractors in Adelaide. 

The same process was equally important at the 
second and most recent site at Newton Village 
Shopping Centre in South Australia. It was a bit 
different to Whyalla as the pylon sign already 
existed and therefore the sign cases had to be 
designed to work into this existing structure. 
There was quite a range of signs required including 
Coles, Woolworths and Woolworths Liquor. Thanks 
to Mathew Pezzutto from Marshal Brougham and 
the skill of our manufacturing team and installation 
crew, this project was also a success.

We often talk about the close working relationships 
we have with our customers and project managers, 
and the benefi ts that brings to a project. This is indeed 
true in the case of running a project remotely, it is 
essential to have strong working relationships with 
all relevant parties to ensure good communication 
that benefi ts all involved, and ultimately leads to 
successful completion of the project.

Gary Campbell - Albert Smith Group

that benefi ts all involved, and ultimately leads to 
successful completion of the project.

Gary Campbell - Albert Smith Group
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Exquisite Stays
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A booming city and a thriving state have set the scene for the opening of 
Brisbane’s fi nest boutique hotel. Just two years ago, Brisbane was identifi ed 
as having the fourth highest hotel occupancy rate in the world and the highest 
in Australia. now Brisbane has a new luxury hotel that is individual and refi ned 
yet at the same time eclectic and interesting, a captivating style of bohemian 
elegance. The Emporium Hotel is the sole vision of Queenslanders Anthony 
and Francine John of the Anthony John Group; together they have conceived, 
created and delivered a hotel offering sophisticated ambience and service that 
is without equal in Queensland.
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The frangipani flower is a key design element used throughout 
the entire hotel and the two huge doors leading into the chic 
cocktail bar carry this signature. The bar is an eclectic fusion 
of styles, a combination of antique pieces from around the 
world, custom made retro-look furniture, the latest in audio 
visual technology, together with their fine wine and cocktail 
list, are a few of the reasons why we’ve seen Emporium's bar 
quickly become the ‘in’ place to be in Brisbane.

This inspired hotel offers 106 luxurious suites, all custom 
designed and individually finished, designed to meet the 
expectations of the most discerning traveller. All suites 
feature king size beds, high grade cotton linens, luxury 
bathrooms, kitchenettes fitted with marble benches and 
stainless steel appliances, in-suite laundry facilities, Bose 
sound system and a huge plasma TV.

Albert Smiths’ part in this impressive development was to 
supply and install external signage for the Emporium Hotel. 
Working with the developer, Anthony John Group, and their 
advertising agency, Junior, ASG designed a range of high-level 
signs and a glass underawning sign. The customers vision 
was to have illuminated signs that not only reflected the luxury 

style of their brand, but wouldn’t compromise their desire 
to be environmentally responsible in their choice of lighting 
technologies. So the choice was simple, LED technology, 
thereby reducing their power consumption requirements by 
at least 50% from the alternate neon option.

It’s worthy to note that the Emporium Hotel has gone to great 
lengths to provide guests not only with luxury surroundings 
but also the best service. An example of this is the hiring of 
renowned Concierge Murray Rowbotham. “First impressions 
are everything and Concierge is the first person you see 
when you enter a hotel and the last person you see when you 
leave,” he said. “The concierge is the keeper of the keys and 
the guard of goodwill. We are our guest's friend away from 
home, their confidante.” Rowbotham would know – he has 
been building rapport with hotel guests all over Australia for 
the last 12 years and has looked after John Travolta, Justin 
Timberlake, Cameron Diaz, Neil Diamond and even the Queen 
of England. So if it's Royal treatment you’re seeking, book  
your next stay in Brisbane at the Emporium Hotel on free  
call 1300 883 611 or reservations@emporiumhotel.com.au. 

Elizabeth Easton - Albert Smith Group

 21  20   

DID yoU Know? – The roots of the title, concierge derives from the Latin word conserves, and the word itself is French, 
meaning ‘keeper of the keys’. During the Middle Ages, concierges did just that. When castles across Europe hosted visiting 
nobility, the Concierge kept the keys to the castle rooms and ensured that guests had everything they needed during their 
stay. By the 1800’s, a number of buildings in Europe, from Government offices to prisons, had their own Concierge on staff. 
In the 20th century, the introduction of steamships and steam trains helped launch the modern travel industry. Guests from 
distant locales relied on hotel employees for tour assistance and other services during their stays. Hotels throughout Europe 
began creating Concierge positions to take care of their guests. In 1929, Ferdinand Gillet, Head Concierge at the Hotel Scribe 
in Paris, founded the Les Clefs D’Or Association (The Golden Key), enabling Concierges throughout Europe and the world to 
share ideas with one another. Today, Les Clefs D’Or has 3,000 members in 39 countries, 30 of which derive from Australia.
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your signage is a reflection of your Company!

what are your signs saying about your business?  

At Albert Smith Group we pride ourselves on being able to 
design, manufacture and install quality signage, which will both 
enhance and add value to our customer’s brand and business. 

Subsequent to the installation we offer all of our customers the option 
of Programmed Preventative Maintenance that is tailored to suit the 
individual needs of our customers, and designed to extend the product 
warranty and deliver true ‘whole of life’ value to your investment.  

We enter into an agreement, with our customers, which details the 
scope of work and responsibilities agreed upon for us to undertake 
maintenance of the signs. The timeframe typically is between one to 
five years.  By undertaking programmed preventative maintenance 
your quality asset will continue to represent the quality image you 
wish to portray. Dirty, damaged and poorly illuminated signs in 
turn reflect your brand identity poorly to your customers.  

Also by undertaking PPM you will be meeting the material and/or 
component manufacturer’s conditions, required to enable a claim 
on their warranty period - many of which offer up as much a 5, 7 
and 9 year warranties on their products if maintained correctly, which 
will ensure the maximum life of your signage.

Outside of normal Programmed Preventative Maintenance we also 
offer On-demand Maintenance via a 1300 654 326 Service Hotline. 
This is, in essence, a repair hotline for those occasions whereby 
your sign has been damaged by vandalism, storms or accident, 
and needs urgent attention. We have accredited trades people 
available via our national network available to get your signs back to 
safe working order and good condition ready to again add value to  
your company.

All Maintenance is undertaken through our Brandcare Division.  
Our role is to “Supply, install, care for, and maintain YOUR BRAND”

We look forward to working with you to ensure your signage 
continues to project the best possible image of your business.

oUr BrAnDS

Brand Integrity
     What is it worth to you? 

Examples 
of good 

maintenance
practice

Before Maintenance

After Maintenance

After MaintenanceBefore Maintenance

Before Maintenance After Maintenance

Before Maintenance

After MaintenanceBefore Maintenance
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Before Maintenance
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CEVA provides the full range of supply chain 
services to customers in the automotive, 
tyres, telecommunications, hi-tech, FMCG, 
healthcare, publishing and media sectors, 
employing global best practice processes 
and leading edge technologies, to ensure 
maximum value is added to the supply chains 
of any organisation they deal with.

The merger in August 2007 with EGL (Eagle 
Global Logistics) a leading global air & ocean 
freight forwarding company, positions CEVA 
as the 4th largest integrated supply chain 
management company in the world, employing 
more than 50,000 employees working within over 
1,100 operations in more than 100 countries.

We look forward to continuing our work 
with CEVA rebranding their impressive and 
expanding network throughout Australia and 
New Zealand.

Mandy Smith - Albert Smith Group 

In 2006, the global network of TnT 
Logistics was sold to a leading US 
private equity group and rebranded 
as CEVA Logistics.  Albert Smith 
Group has recently rebranded 30 TnT 
Logistics sites throughout Australia 
and new Zealand with more to come.
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Westfield meets  
the tremendous  
growth at  
North Lakes
westfield’s Stage 2 redevelopment at north Lakes 
opened on 2�th october meeting the sustained 
growth in Queensland’s fast developing southeast. 

North Lakes first opened in August 2003 on a green field 
site at Mango Hill, 25 kilometres north of Brisbane’s CBD, 
in one of the fastest growing areas in the region.

Westfield MD Australia and NZ, Robert Jordan, said the 
$190 million redevelopment has been designed to meet 
the consumer demand that growth will generate.

“The centre and its surrounding community have both 
continued to grow since their establishment and North 
Lakes has become a real focus for the community,” he said.

The centre is jointly owned by Westfield Group and  
DB RREEF Wholesale Property Fund. 

It has more than 200 retailers over 58,000 square 
metres of gross lettable area, with six major retailers 
including Big W and Woolworths; by mid-2008 a new 
Myer department store will be opened.

Westfield North Lakes, 25km north of Brisbane, serves 
a trade area of almost 293,000 people and includes an 
adjacent residential development with a population that 
has almost doubled in three years.

Queensland’s population now exceeds �.1 million 
people with an average increase of 1,800 people every 
week. In fact Queensland’s population growth is the 
largest in Australia for the fifth consecutive year.
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Westfield MD Australia and NZ, Robert Jordan, said the 
$190 million redevelopment has been designed to meet 
the consumer demand that growth will generate.

“The centre and its surrounding community have both 
continued to grow since their establishment and North 
Lakes has become a real focus for the community,” he said.

The centre is jointly owned by Westfield Group and  
DB RREEF Wholesale Property Fund. 

It has more than 200 retailers over 58,000 square 
metres of gross lettable area, with six major retailers 
including Big W and Woolworths; by mid-2008 a new 
Myer department store will be opened.

Westfield North Lakes, 25km north of Brisbane, serves 
a trade area of almost 293,000 people and includes an 
adjacent residential development with a population that 
has almost doubled in three years.

Queensland’s population now exceeds �.1 million 
people with an average increase of 1,800 people every 
week. In fact Queensland’s population growth is the 
largest in Australia for the fifth consecutive year.
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As a preferred signage supplier 
to Accor Asia Pacific Albert Smith 
Group were invited to quote on re-
branding the Mercure Hotel in north 
Quay Brisbane. The successful 
bid included Local Authority 
applications and the supply and 
installation of replacement signs 
including: Conference sign, Entrance 
Marker sign, Main Entrance Canopy 
sign, and three high level signs, all 
to the current Mercure signage 
specifications and colours.

We worked together with Stephen 
Quintano, Accor’s Contracts Manager 
Equipment & Services, and the 
Regional Chief Engineer Chris 
Broodryk, to ensure both the global 
branding specifications and local site 
requirements were met.

The Mercure brand is the world’s 
largest mid-market brand, with some 
750 hotels in 45 countries, including 
hotels in Paris, London, Berlin, 
Brussels, Bangkok, Singapore and 
Sydney. Each country, region and city 
is different, just as each Mercure is 
different. With locations in city centres, 
business precincts, historic districts 
and tourist destinations, Mercure has 
a range of hotel styles, including city 
hotels and resort locations.

Mercure is part of Europe’s leading 
hospitality group Accor. Accor provides 
hotels in every range, from the five-star 
Sofitel chain to budget priced Formule 
1, and including: Pullman, Grand 
Mercure, Novotel, All Seasons, Ibis, 
and of course Mercure.

Mercure Brisbane  
the best riverside location
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Hi and welcome to the last AAI magazine for 2005.

Another year has flown by. Where do they go? I can remember the days when

a year actually took a year to pass, though that was back in the days before I

had an annual business plan to manage. Maybe that's the difference. In any

event, 2005 has produced many firsts and set some new records. In the

manufacturing world we have rarely experienced such movement in material

costs. Oil prices have sky rocketed costs of plastics and many paints, demand

for steel has surged prices, electronics have been effected and in some of our

plants, basics such as water, electricity and land taxes have leapt ahead. At

the same time, customers are demanding price relief. Ah, the joys of being a

manufacturer! We must however be responding well, as all plants are enjoy-

ing extremely buoyant sales. In Australia, November was the highest ever

recorded sales month in our 132 year history. We are obviously excited at the prospect of maintaining the same

momentum through 2006.

Albert Smith have enjoyed many highlights through 2005, including the opening of the new China facility, launch of

two new ASG divisions, record sales across the Group, launch of several new products, five year warranted and

maintained products in Australia, to mention only a few. 2006 will no doubt come with new highs and challenges,

however, due to the "hard yards" all at ASG have continued to put in, the Group has never been better prepared

for the future.

The Albert Smith team is of course a multi cultural group. With plants across Australia, New Zealand and throughout

Asia, we enjoy the benefits of the various cultures. For instance, two 'New Years' parties, different customs and foods,

the fun of rivalries between countries [including Kiwi v Aussie] and we especially enjoy the uniqueness and exclusivity

of our situation. By that I mean there is no other identity company in the Asia Pacific region [maybe the world] that is

even close to our 'offer'. For instance, who can offer ... uniform quality of manufacturing through seven plants,strate-

gically placed in the power areas of the global economy, innovative research and development, shared and spread

across these countries, benefits of competitive manufacture via integration of each ASG plant, operational and

individual strengths, multi lingual communication, guaranteed quality manufacture backed by 132 years of experience

and integrity, ongoing investment in technology insuring Albert Smith stay ahead of innovation. All capped off via

committed and trained teams who know exactly what identity is, no matter which ASG country you may call upon.

To say the least, I am extremely proud [some even say biased] of the Albert Smith family, in fact, almost as much as

I am, of our clients. Albert Smith customers include many of the worlds leading global brands, covering projects both

large and small. We also enjoy a huge spread of individual and smaller brand customers relying on Albert Smith to

meet their every need. We nurture and encourage all opportunities, consistently building on our experiences in our

efforts to offer even better services and products.

Maintaining and expanding our customer base is Albert Smith's most important goal. Without customers we have

nothing, and as such, from all of us at Albert Smith we want to thank you, our truly valued customers, for your

continued loyal support and confidence. Hopefully it has not happened too often; however, as manufacturing is not

always an exact science, we may have tested your patience at some point. If so, I doubly thank you for your under-

standing and look forward to when next we are able to serve you.

Well that's it from me for 2005, except to say have a Merry Xmas, a safe and happy new year, may 2006 deliver on

all your expectations.

See you next year! Regards,

C:7 M:20 Y:100 K:20
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Albert Smith Philippines were given a design brief from Ford 
Philippines along with several other suppliers with the objective 
of building an interactive Sales Tool to be used to highlight 
and differentiate the Ford Focus from its competitors. 

After several brainstorming sessions Signspec Philippines came 
up with the initial concept designs utilising what we believed was 
a high quality, cost effective, lightweight and functional board. 

We submitted our design and cost proposal and were chosen as 
the supplier for this project. After several ongoing consultations 
with the FORD Team the fi nal design was settled on and the 
fi rst unit was produced in time for the launch of the Ford Focus 
Diesel here in the Philippines. 

A total of ten (10) units have now been supplied to dealers 
throughout the country. One unit was also sent to Ford Asia 
Pacifi c Headquarters in Thailand where it has been showcased 
and exampled as a recommended sales tool for other countries 
in the region. 

Peter Treloar - Albert Smith Philippines

FORD FOCUS 
Challenge Board
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Exporting Products and Technology to over 15 countries, ALBERT SMITH GROUP is the
largest signage and identifi cation company in the Asia-Pacifi c Region with a support network

of sales and manufacturing facilities located in eight countries.

ALBERT SMITH GROUP has as extensive range of Services

All are available to you...

Project Manager

Product Consultancy

Design Consultancy

Expert Product Advice

Distribution Control 
and Reporting

Research and 
Development

Design Engineering

Warehousing Systems 
and Reporting

 Product and Warranty Tracking


